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CAMELOT:  is a castle and court associated with the legendary King Arthur. Absent in the early 

Arthurian material, Camelot first appeared in 12th-century 

French romances and eventually came to be described as the 

fantastic capital of Arthur's realm and a symbol of the Arthurian 

world. The stories locate it somewhere in Great Britain and 

sometimes associate it with real cities, though more usually its 

precise location is not revealed. Most scholars regard it as 

being entirely fictional 

 

KING ARTHUR: is a legendary British leader of the late 5th and early 6th centuries, who, 

according to medieval histories and romances, led the defence of 

Britain against Saxon invaders in the early 6th century. The details 

of Arthur's story are mainly composed of folklore and literary 

invention, and his historical existence is debated and disputed by 

modern historians 

 

 

 

 

 



THE ROUND TABLE: is King Arthur's famed table in the Arthurian legend, around which he and 

his Knights congregate. As its name suggests, it has 

no head, implying that everyone who sits there has 

equal status. By the close of the 12th century it had 

come to represent the chivalric order associated with 

Arthur's court, the Knights of the Round TableKnights of the Round TableKnights of the Round TableKnights of the Round Table. 

 

 

 

KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE: There were at least 50 Knights of the Round Table. The 

best known were:  Sir Kay, Sir Galahad, Sir 

Bedivere, Sir Gawain, Sir Lancelot, Sir Percival, 

and the brothers Sir Balan and Sir Balin. 

 

 

 

 

RELATED VOCABULARY 

- KNIGHT: in the past, a European soldier from 

a high social class who wore a suit of armour (=a 

metal suit) and rode a horse 

A man in the UK who has been given an honour 

called a knighthood and can use the title 'Sir' 

before his name 

- LADY: in the past, woman from an upper social 

class in the UK 

- KINGDOM: country or land rules by a king 

- KING /QUEEN: ruler of a kingdom 

- SIR: title given to a knight 

- SHIELD: an object that soldiers carried in the 

past to protect themselves from being hit 

- SPEAR: long weapon like a stick with one sharp 

end 

- LANCE: very long thin pointed weapon used in 

the past by soldiers on horses 

- SWORD: weapon with a short handle and a 

long sharp blade 

- SUIT OF ARMOUR: metal clothing that 

soldiers wore in the middle ages to protect their 

bodies 

- JOUSTING: medieval fight in which two people 

riding horses rode towards each other trying to hit 

each other with a lance 

- SWORDPLAY: fighting with a sword in a fight 

or sports competition 

- JESTER: someone in the past whose job was to 

entertain an important person by saying and doing 

funny things 

- GOBLET: metal or glass cup used in the past 

for drinking wine 

 



GLOSSARY:  

 

- gracious: kind 

- mighty: powerful 

- army: soldiers 

- border: official line separating two countries or regions 

- circumscribe: draw a line around something 

- war: not at peace, when countries fight 

- peace: when there is no war between countries 

- brave: person who shows no fear 

- trusted: honest, reliable person 

- meeting: occasion in which people get together to discuss things and make decisions  

 

- half (halves): 1/2 

- side: any of the edges of a flat shape 

- shape: the outer form of something 

- rectangular: with the shape of a rectangle 

- diagonal: a diagonal line is straight and sloping and connects opposite corners of a flat shape 

- parallelogram: a shape with four straight sides in which opposite sides are of equal length and are 

parallel to each other 

- triangular: shaped like a triangle 

- octagon: a shape with eight straight sides 

- measure: to find the exact size, amount, speed etc of something using a special tool or special 

equipment 

- oval: with a shape like a long narrow circle 

- round: shaped like a circle or a ball 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ACTIVITIES 

 

1. VERBS IN THE PAST TENSE. Write all the verbs in the past you find in the story in 

the right column: 

 

REGULAR VERBS (-ED) IRREGULAR VERBS 

live 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

lived be was 

 

 

 

 

 

2. DESCRIBE THE MAIN CHARACTERS IN THE STORY: 

- King Arthur 

- Sir Cumference 

- Lady Di (of Ameter) 

- Radius 

- Geo of Metry 



3. DRAW AND WRITE THE NAMES OF ALL THE PLANE FIGURES THAT APPEAR IN 

THE STORY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. GEOMETRY VOCABULARY: fill in the blanks  

 

1. The_____________________ is the distance across a circle through its centre point.  

 

2. Perpendicular lines cross at a____________________ angle. 

 

3. The radius is a line from the centre of a circle to any point on the________________ 

 

4. ________________________ lines never meet. 

 

5. A triangle has three_____________________ and three__________________. 

 

6. The angles of a triangle measure 180______________________ 

 

7. The longest side in a right triangle is called_________________ 

 

8. In a____________________ triangle all three sides are different. 

 

9. Name four quadrilaterals: ____________, _________________, _____________ 

and___________________ 

 

10. In_________________ polygons, all sides and all angles are equal. 

 

5. USING A RECTANGULAR PIECE OF CARDBOARD OR A SHEET OF PAPER, FOLLOW 

THE STEPS IN THE BOOK TO MAKE IT OVAL 

 


